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How the project started

 Norwegian interest in disarmament research
 Various Initiatives (i.e. civil use of HEU) but significantly, 2006 Study group on 

disarmament and non-proliferation issues
 UK interest in disarmament research

 1998 Strategic Defence Review
 18 months project on disarmament verification and report in 2000
 Arms control verification program in AWE established
 Reporting to 2005 NPT review cycle (2003, 2004, 2005)

 Seven nations initiative 
 Polarization between NNWS and NWS in NPT RevCon 2005

 Cooperation in Peer to peer review of UK working papers
 VERTIC and Disarmament Verification Matchmaking at Bonhill House, 

London 2007
 UK-Norway Initiative christened



Framework for UK-Norway Initiative
Features that define the process

 Nuclear Warhead dismantlement versus delivery vehicle
 Cooperation between NNWS and NWS
 Multilateral versus Bilateral context
 Cooperative verification regime
 Transparency and engaging the non-proliferation 

research community
 Development of VERTIC’s role facilitator, advisor, 

independent observer and evaluator. 

 Operationally driven



Roadmap to implementation

 Two research strands managed access and information barrier 
 Both strands would integrate into a verification exercise
 Formation of a planners group among initiative participants to carry out 

preparations for exercise
 Planners group draw up scenario, arrange for enabling documentation, tasked with 

team formation etc 
 Familiarization Visit Dec 2008

 negotiate a managed access methodology – outcome document representing an 
agreement in principle on the verification methodology to be employed

 Preceding dry run
 Monitoring Visit June 2009

 Implement agreement reached during familiarization visit
 Integrate two research strands IB/managed access
 Outcome is inspectors’ report of their verification activities



UK Norway Dismantlement flow
this is a simplified flow to capture milestone stages
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Thoughts on dismantlement flow

 Sophisticated endeavour – unlike nuclear 
warheads you can’t blow them up

 It involves various output streams each with 
various levels of classification

 Various hazards, health safety, non-proliferation 
national security, physical protection

 Compartmentalized would require 
transportation between and within facilities



Dismantlement Verification Dilemma

 Confirming that the presented item is consistent with declared 
item

 Confirming that the item has been successfully dismantled
 Confidence that the dismantlement end products match expectations
 Confidence that end products originated from dismantlement of the 

present items

 Classification of warhead design and properties
 Classification of some dismantlement processes
 Classification of dismantlement facilities



Addressing the Dilemma
UK-Norway Initiative contribution

 Proof of concept models for:
 Authentication
 Chain of custody



Authenication
 Information Barrier – selective filter on measurement
 Binary Yes/No – Green/Red output
 Sensitivity false negative false positive
 Jointly developed
 Simple and avoid complexity
 Avoid computation and software
 Use commercially available standard equipment
 Rely on open source methodology
 Proof of concept device was developed and used

 Identify gamma peaks from Co-57 and Co-60 without divulging the full spectrum 
(other peaks) for Co or for other nuclides.

 Germanium detector cooled nitrogen
 Extra Non-IB authentication measure

 Custodial Documentation life cycle of warhead-serial number
 Physical measurement of warhead



Managed Access Methodology
 Definition
 Conceptual ancestors for managed access
 The solution to maintaining chain of custody through 

dismantlement processes and in nuclear dismantlement facilities
 Chain of custody is particularly important in two choke points

 Removal of physics package from warhead
 Disassembly of physics package into pit and high explosives

 Black box verification
 Sanitized (radiological clean) Surrogate (confined) environment with 

nonporous boundaries.
 Containment measures

 Portal perimeter control measures
 Tags and seals



UK Norway tool box

 Developed for the exercise
 Mock war head Co fissile material
 Mock Shell warhead
 Containers
 IB

 Chosen from commercially available options
 Tags and seals
 Sweepers
 Cameras and tamper indicating software



What is the initiative telling us about 
verifying nuclear dismantlemtn

 Verification of warhead dismantlement is likely to be resource 
intensive

 A level of intrusiveness has to be tolerated and a culture of 
managing the risk for divulgation of sensitive information can 
only be managed

 Authentication remains an important aspect , IB and IB+
 Influence of verification on dismantlement flow timeline can be 

considerable
 Dismantlement  designated facilities can minimize disruption to 

daily operations
 It is vital to Communication in a surrogate environment
 Negotiating verification regimes can be slippery if redlines logical 
 Trust and confidence still proved challenging
 Multiple level of confidence and verification redundancy is to be 

expected



What is needed next?

 Time to catch breath and digest
 Priority to keep momentum and feed the fire
 Reaching out and widening the debate
 Maintain the focus and be cautious about 

branching and diversifying efforts
 Developing tool box and produce lists of 

specifications for all tools used



Thank you for your attention
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